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Comprehensive digital access to the Telegraph – on all devices - to suit you and
your lifestyle…

(i) Instantly available

Get the news when you want it. Every minute of every day.  Wherever you may be...

A digital subscription to the Telegraph puts you totally in control of how you receive
and read the news.  It's a package that seamlessly fits in with your modern lifestyle.

(ii) Catch up with the news

With a digital subscription to the Telegraph, you are in always in control.

You decide when you want the news, the opinions and the unique inspiration of the
best writers and journalists on the planet.

(iii) Enjoy anywhere

With a Telegraph subscription, you can be in constant touch with what's going on at
any time.  You’ll be updated and informed, whenever you want - and wherever you
may be...

(iv) For those spare 5 minutes

Puzzles
Test yourself with stimulating daily crosswords in three formats - Cryptic, Quick and
Prize.

Opinion
Be inspired by some of the best writers and journalists in the world. These include
Fraser Nelson, Charles Moore and Boris Johnson on Politics, Paul Hayward, Gary
Neville and Michael Owen on Sport - and best-selling author Allison Pearson on
topical and lifestyle issues.

Politics
All the very latest news and comment on the political landscape in the UK and
overseas, with latest analysis on all the main parties and policies - and what’s also
breaking news from the rest of the world.

Rewards
Your subscription also comes with access to Telegraph Rewards, where you can take
advantage of exclusive offers and benefits at more than 5,000 restaurants, spas and
venues across the UK.
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Unlimited instant access to our superb website, on your iPhone, Android, Tablet
or Laptop…

(i) So much to enjoy

Fantastic live and in-depth content – news, politics, sport and compelling features by
award-winning journalists, in a variety of stunning multimedia formats. And, you
can share access to the apps with a family member or friend, too.

(ii) Puts you in control

Get the news when you want it. Every minute of every day.  Wherever you may be...

A digital subscription to the Telegraph puts you totally in control of how you receive
and read the news.  It's a package that seamlessly fits in with your modern lifestyle.

(iii) Enjoy anywhere

With a Telegraph subscription, you can be in constant touch with what's going on at
any time.  Our superb website will keep you updated and informed, whenever you
want - and wherever you may be...

(iv) For those spare 5 minutes

Opinion
Be inspired by some of the best writers and journalists in the world. These include
Fraser Nelson, Charles Moore and Boris Johnson on Politics, Paul Hayward, Gary
Neville and Michael Owen on Sport - and best-selling author Allison Pearson on
topical and lifestyle issues.

Politics
All the very latest news and comment on the political landscape in the UK and
overseas, with latest analysis on all the main parties and policies - and what’s also
breaking news from the rest of the world.
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Enjoy the Telegraph - every minute of every day.  Wherever you may be...

 (i) The finest news coverage every single day

The very highest quality news coverage, compelling features and comment, plus all
the superb sections magazines and supplements - every single day of the week -
wherever you may be.

A print and digital subscription to the Telegraph puts you totally in control of how
you receive and read the news.

(ii) The news – when you want it

With a print and digital subscription to the Telegraph, you are in always in control.

You decide when you want the news, the opinions and the unique inspiration of the
best writers and journalists on the planet.

(iii) Enjoy anywhere

With full digital access on tablet, mobile and web, you will be in constant touch with
what's going on at any time, wherever you may be.

It's a package that seamlessly fits in with your modern lifestyle.

(iv) For those spare 5 minutes

Puzzles
Test yourself with stimulating daily crosswords in three formats - Cryptic, Quick and
Prize.

Opinion
Be inspired by some of the best writers and journalists in the world. These include
Fraser Nelson, Charles Moore and Boris Johnson on Politics, Paul Hayward, Gary
Neville and Michael Owen on Sport - and best-selling author Allison Pearson on
topical and lifestyle issues.

Politics
All the very latest news and comment on the political landscape in the UK and
overseas, with latest analysis on all the main parties and policies - and what’s also
breaking news from the rest of the world.

Rewards
Your subscription also comes with access to Telegraph Rewards, where you can take
advantage of exclusive offers and benefits at more than 5,000 restaurants, spas and
venues across the UK.
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(a) Preferred

We hope you’ve enjoyed your Telegraph articles…but, sadly, you’ve reached your
monthly limit.

So, why not subscribe today and continue to enjoy all the Telegraph has to offer, for
the next 12 months?

(b) Shortened Version

Thanks for reading the Telegraph - sadly, you’ve reached your monthly limit.

(i) Tablet Edition – Learn More

The Telegraph and its supplements, every day - on iPad, Android and Kindle Fire
tablets, web and mobile.

(ii) Website Edition – Learn More

Unlimited access to our superb website, with fantastic live and in-depth content on
your iPhone or Android.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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(a) Preferred

The very finest news, opinions and unique inspiration - from the most perceptive
and influential journalists and writers on the planet.

(b) Shortened Version

The Telegraph – the smart option for news, opinions and unique inspiration

(i) Website Edition

Unlimited access to our superb website, with fantastic live and in-depth content on
your iPhone or Android.

(ii) Tablet Edition

The Telegraph and its supplements, every day - on iPad, Android and Kindle Fire
tablets, web and mobile.

(iii) Paper Edition

The very highest quality news coverage, with full digital access on tablet, mobile and
web – every single day.



Website International

The very finest award-winning journalism of the Telegraph, for readers outside the
UK.  Package includes unlimited access to the brilliant Telegraph website, plus
mobile apps for iPhone and Android, all for only £8 per month or £75 per year.

(i) Instantly available

Be updated and informed – and in constant touch with what's going on at any time
- wherever you may be in the world...

(ii) Catch up with the news

With a digital subscription to the Telegraph, you are in always in control.

You decide when you want the news, the opinions and the unique inspiration of the
best writers and journalists on the planet.

(iii) Enjoy anywhere

With a Telegraph subscription, you can be in constant touch with what's going on at
any time.  You’ll be updated and informed, whenever you want - and wherever you
may be...

(iv) For those spare 5 minutes

Puzzles
Test yourself with stimulating daily crosswords in three formats - Cryptic, Quick and
Prize.

Opinion
Be inspired by some of the best writers and journalists on the planet. These include
Fraser Nelson, Charles Moore and Boris Johnson on Politics, Paul Hayward, Gary
Neville and Michael Owen on Sport - and best-selling author Allison Pearson on
topical and lifestyle issues.

Politics
All the very latest news and comment on the political landscape in the UK and
overseas, with latest analysis on all the main parties and policies - and what’s also
breaking news from the rest of the world.

Rewards
Your subscription also comes with access to Telegraph Rewards, where you can take
advantage of exclusive offers and benefits at more than 5,000 restaurants, spas and
venues across the UK.



Tablet International

The very finest news coverage and brilliant journalism of the Telegraph, for readers
outside the UK. Be totally in control of how you receive and read the news –
wherever you may be - for only £10 per month or £100 per year.

 (i) Instantly available

Get the news when you want it. Every minute of every day.  Wherever you may be in
the world...

A digital subscription to the Telegraph puts you totally in control of how you receive
and read the news.  It's a package that seamlessly fits in with your modern lifestyle.

(ii) Catch up with the news

With a digital subscription to the Telegraph, you are in always in control.

You decide when you want the news, the opinions and the unique inspiration of the
best writers and journalists on the planet.

(iii) Enjoy anywhere

Get the news when and where you want it and be totally in control of how you
receive and read the news.

(iv) For those spare 5 minutes

Puzzles
Test yourself with stimulating daily crosswords in three formats - Cryptic, Quick and
Prize.

Opinion
Be inspired by some of the best writers and journalists on the planet. These include
Fraser Nelson, Charles Moore and Boris Johnson on Politics, Paul Hayward, Gary
Neville and Michael Owen on Sport - and best-selling author Allison Pearson on
topical and lifestyle issues.

Politics
All the very latest news and comment on the political landscape in the UK and
overseas, with latest analysis on all the main parties and policies - and what’s also
breaking news from the rest of the world.

Rewards
Your subscription also comes with access to Telegraph Rewards, where you can take
advantage of exclusive offers and benefits at more than 5,000 restaurants, spas and
venues across the UK.


